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Thank you Banaam for sharing the story of “Mynjung Booning"
“Mynjung” which means ‘place of’ and “Booning” which means Echidna
Place of the Echidna.

HART Services acknowledges and respects
the Bundjalung Nation, traditional custodians
of the land on which we work and live
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C.E.O

MESSAGE
I started with HART Services in February 1998. Julie McFadden, HART’s finance
manager and I were employed in the same fortnight, were handed the keys and
told to go for it.
Warren Bell drove the one bus and there were
a staunch handful of medical volunteer drivers
who drove their own cars, (including Stan
Goulding who still volunteers for HART
today). Now, after almost 22 years, I’m
retiring. My work-life at HART Services has
been immensely rewarding. I’ve seen the
organisation go from strength to strength, it
hasn’t always been easy but the people I work
with, the Board, my colleagues and the
volunteers are exceptionally resilient and
committed. We all play a role in supporting
people to live the best life they can, and at the
end of the day I feel I can honestly say “we do
make a difference”. Social equity has been a
key driver and I have seen the organisation go
from having no Aboriginal clients to creating
pathways whereby today HART provides
services to over 600 Aboriginal/Torres Strait
Islander clients and has great networks with
LGBTI, CALD and refugee communities.
Today we have 62 staff, 85 volunteers, 30
vehicles and provided services to 2,241
clients over the last financial year.
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The last few years have been particularly
challenging with massive upheaval across
both the Aged and Disability industries.
Finally, things are settling a little, but funding
is unsure past 2022. This has been the case
however, since 2015, so we just have to
remain optimistic.
I wish to thank everyone at HART Services for
the vision, the support, the determination and
the dedication it has taken to grow our
organisation and to navigate through the last
few years of persistent disruption, while still
keeping a focus on the needs of the clients
who rely on HART Services. I wish the
organisation and all who are involved with
HART Services the very best moving forward.
Colleen Thomas
C.E.O.
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Key Points
 CTABS: Route-Match the new mandatory
Transport for NSW data platform was
rolled out and is finally imbedded. It has
taken a lot of adjustment for volunteers
and workers alike, but is finally resolving
into everyday practice.
 The NDIS services have been very difficult
to deliver, mostly due to the unrealistic
rates provided by the NDIA. We have had
to focus on a couple of service types that
we do well in order to consolidate and
strengthen viability. With many
organisations folding or ceasing NDIS
delivery, we are now holding steady.
 This year we had another extreme event
by way of the fires at Jubullum
Community and Tabulam. Our buses
were used to evacuate people and to
assist in transport once located to
Lismore. Drivers, as always, ‘went the
extra mile’ in a crisis situation.
 We are a registered Point to Point (P2P)
provider, (another legislated layer of
regulation to jump through). Again
thanks to the volunteers who consent to
the multiple layers of red-tape.
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Highl ights & Suc c esses
 Community Engagement is going strong:
o Kyle Bell, a local Bundjalung man
now leads the team.
o Kyle secured funding for NAIDOC
week which enabled 120 local
community people to attend
NAIDOC events at Musgrave Park in
Brisbane.
o HART Services Reconciliation Action
Plan (RAP) is progressing well and
our reconciliation day luncheon was a
huge success with 10 Aboriginal
seniors attending a BBQ at head
office.

o Banaam at Kingscliff delivered a
Cultural Immersion day for 21 HART
personnel. See more on page 28.

 HART Services received a substantial
donation in order to purchase a Toyota
RAV4 specifically for Kyogle. This was
from a generous local wishing to show
their appreciation of the care and support
we afforded their mother.

 Growth funding has trickled in and both
the Aged and generalist transport
services have seen some expansion.
o A new long-day social outing using a
50 seater coach has undertaken trips
to Robina and Coffs Harbour
o An additional Rovers outing was
launched and allows people who
were on the waiting list to have a
permanent seat on the regular
monthly outing.
o Funeral assistance was reinstated for
Aboriginal seniors as this was
communicated to HART Services as
the highest gap need.
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 The Driving Assistance program was
highly successful this last year with 18
participants acquiring their P plates. The
smaller vehicle sponsored by ETC has
enabled learners with barriers to feel
more confident and achieve what they
often thought was beyond them.

 Q-Audit undertook a NDIS audit to assess
compliance with the NDIS standards of
practice. We proved to be compliant in all
aspect and attracted best practice ratings
in a number of standards.
 Travel Training secured another years
funding and with expansion to cover the
Ballina region.
 The head-office team stay active by
engaging in the occasional Walking
challenge. This is a great way to get some
fresh air away from computers and
connect with colleagues.

 Auditing legislation has changed enabling
volunteer hours to be counted as ‘in-kind’
income and to be included in annual
audits. Mapped conservatively, this
equates to $546,000 of income per
annum for HART. Interestingly this also
alters the ‘direct’ (being front-line client
service provision) and the ‘indirect’ (being
admin/infrastructure staff) financial
ratios. With a more realistic picture now
presenting.
 Our volunteers luncheon held at the Italo-Australia Club to honour our wonderful Volunteers
was well attended and a great day all round.
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OUR ORGANISATION

WHO WE ARE
HART Services is a diverse not for
profit, non-government organisation.
We are highly engaged with local and
regional communities. Our team of
85 volunteers and 62 staff deliver
person-centred services across the
Lismore, Kyogle and Richmond
Valley local government areas.
HART Services facilitates
independence, health, wellbeing and
social participation with a focus on
older people, people with varied
abilities, youth and special needs
groups.
We pride ourselves in being an
inclusive organisation that embraces
diversity and creates active
pathways.

MISSION
Home Assistance and Regional Transport
Services provides a range of responsive
solutions that ‘make a difference’ by
fostering wellbeing and connecting
community.

VISION
Home Assistance and Regional Transport
Services is a strong sustainable organisation,
highly engaged with local and regional
communities.
Our personalised services support people to
meet the challenges of ageing, disability,
transport disadvantage and social isolation.

VALUES
making a difference
Promote wellbeing by enabling people to
actively engage in their communities
team
Working together to achieve excellent
outcomes
responsiveness
Responding to people’s needs and an ever
changing environment
safety
Personal and environmental safety is our
primary focus
inclusiveness
Embracing diversity
quality
Ensuring quality through continuous
improvement
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OUR BOARD OF MANAGEMENT

GOVERNANCE

HART Services
Board of Management have
extensive skills and experience in
Community Services, Business
Management and advocacy for
groups with special needs.
Warwick Fisher is the current Chairperson
and was first elected in 2017. Warwick
previously held the position of Vice Chair and
has been with the Board since 2013.

David Officer
Vice Chair

Walter Harding
Treasurer

Mark Wilson
Public Officer and Secretary

Bill MacDonald
Board Member

Jenny Smits
Board Member

Warwick Fisher
Chairperson

Aunty Maureen Logan
Board Member

Theodora Savona
Board Member
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STATISTICS

AT A GLANCE
SERVICE USERS

RESOURCES
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TRIPS

Routematch is the new database
and this is the first year of
reporting using it.
Like most services we are still
finding our way around the
system so don’t take the
apparent drop in figures literally.
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OUR CLIENTS

WHAT WE DO
Medical Transport – is an essential service that is highly valued by our
clients, it is a significant part of what HART Services does with 75% of our
volunteers being involved in the provision of medical transport. The majority of
trips are providing within the local government areas of Lismore, Kyogle and
Richmond Valley however on average over 20 trips per month are made cross
Boarder to the Gold Coast and to Tweed Heads.

We receive feedback from service users on a regular basis, below are a few examples.

From a Kyogle service user…
“Yesterday we experienced our very first Medical Transport...and what a satisfying experience it
was!
The driver was capable, pleasant, caring & conscientious. My husband and I both returned home
relaxed from what could have been a taxing day.
Congratulations on the service provided.”

From a Lismore service user…
“I think you are all just wonderful, it really has made the difference for me, the only family I have is
an older brother.
I have plenty of friends but they all have their own families and I can’t expect them to run after
me. I just couldn’t do it without you!”
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Fleet vehicles outside HARTS Services Head Office

Medical Transport team members, Gerry, Debbie & Barb
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OUR CLIENTS

WHAT WE DO
Client Care Service, encompasses Social Support, Home Care Packages
and NDIS services. A great team of staff and volunteers provide person centred
services including social outings, one-on one support, in-home help and personal
care. HART Services have honed the services offered over the last two years,
having realised we cannot do everything for everyone, but what we can do, we
do well.
Martha Bakhtiari has been with HART Services as a Social Support volunteer for the last 14 years.
She lives in Cawongla and has a very long-standing supporting role with a lovely 94 year old lady,
‘Sally’ (name changed for privacy) who lives nearby in Larnook. Martha has provided consistent
and valued support for the last 14 years. Since Sally' husband died 9 years ago she conducts home
visits each week, often on a Sunday or Monday as that suits Sally best. Martha has also taken on
the role of coordinating the Coffee Club group, initially created to meet a need for short outings in
the local area where the participants are picked up in cars to keep the travel time short. It is a
varied group with around 5-7 attendees each fortnight, the group has been going since 2013 and
was created with the valuable expertise of Winnie, with some members being involved since
inception. Winnie and Helen (retired volunteers) still drive up from Ballina to join the group most
fortnights. Martha calls each member to arrange the trips and the participants enjoy the phone
contact as well as the fortnightly outing. Participants say they look forward to catching up with
each other and the volunteers. Martha pictured below 2nd from rear with Coffee Club
participants.
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Despite another challenging year for the emerging world of
NDIS service provision, HART managed to increase clients and double service
provision. HART are focussing on the 3 main services being requested by NDIS participants and
continue to adapt and provide personal choice and flexibility. Being nimble and responsive has
made HART a successful NDIS service provider and signs are good that the year ahead will be one
of refinement and consolidation.
HART received a glowing report from NDIS auditors during the August 2019 review. All outcomes
and indicators were met with no non-conformances or opportunities for improvement identified.
Best Practice was identified for two indicators within Human Resource Management relating to the
identification of requirements and provision of induction training and the system for identifying,
planning, facilitating, recording and reviewing mandatory training.
Social Participation remains one of our
strengths and participants remain active and
connected to their community through our
varied activities.

Home Care Packages
HART currently deliver 12 Home Care packages of varied levels. Whist we provide in-home help
and sensitive personal care, it’s the outings that people look forward to the most. HART maintain a
focus on wellness and reablement, encourage independence and foster individual capacity.
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OUR CLIENTS

WHAT WE DO
Social Outing opportunities are scheduled fortnightly or monthly and cater
for both large and small groups as well as other specific groups for Men and
Women.

Whilst our senior community members do
often enjoy social outings with family, the
benefit of social outings and interaction with
peers never loses appeal.
Outings range from long day to short
luncheons, from mixed to gender specific,
from river cruising to bush and coastal
sightseeing and to shopping centres far and
wide. HART Services patronizes local
ventures and clients take pleasure in
supporting these venues.
A survey conducted in 2017 discovered HART
clients felt particularly respected by the care
staff take of their mobility aids. To the right is
evidence of wheelie walker popularity.

Left are people enjoying
the Byron Solar-Train.
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An important aspect of a shopping day is the enjoyment of morning tea.

Mates Out’n’About visit Casino Mini Rail and Museum.
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OUR CLIENTS

WHAT WE DO
Travel Training is a FREE personalised service funded through Transport for
NSW, providing guidance and support for anyone in the community wanting to
access public transport services efficiently, independently and safely. Assistance
is provided with understanding timetables, purchasing fares and planning trips.
Angela travels with participants until they feel confident to undertake a journey
alone. Angela is available for group or individual sessions, and now also covers
the Ballina region.

Feedback from a parent….
“I really appreciate the support for my 12 year old
daughter from Angela with Travel Training. She was
beginning high school and needed to change school buses
at a very busy interchange.
Angela made it fun and simple and which helped to build
my daughters confidence very quickly so she was
reassured and eventually able to catch the bus by herself. “

Angela has also enjoyed working with a
number of older participants who have
overcome barriers and now travel
independently. Barriers can include Health
setbacks, vision impairment, mobility issues,
language barriers, being new to the area or
simply new to bus travel.
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Driver Assistance Program
Quote from a participant
“I grew up in Sydney where there were buses, trains and ferries leaving every 5 minutes.
At 16 I thought I didn’t need a drivers licence as I could commute anywhere at any time.
I have obtained my L’s numerous times in the past 28 years with family and friends keen to
teach me how to drive. Unfortunately their efforts actually made me more terrified of driving.
Not having a drivers’ licence has had a huge impact on my life. I have always had to live near
where I work, where I shop and the schools my children attended and I have been unable to use
my qualifications as the type of work I’d love to do requires a drivers’ licence.
I recently found out about HART Services and their Driving Assistance Program and thought I’d
have one last attempt at learning to drive. I’m so glad I did. From my first encounter with
Angela, to my weekly driving lessons with Ben, my experience has been such a positive one. I am
no longer terrified when I jump into the drivers’ seat and my confidence, not just driving, but
overall, has significantly improved. The support and patience HART provides someone who’s
learning to drive is amazing.
My youngest child will get her L’s in a couple of months and I’m determined to get my P’s before
she does. This would not be possible without the support from the Driving Assistance Program
at HART Services.”
This lovely participant now has her provisional licence and a job to suit her skill set.
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COMMUNITY

ENGAGEMENT
by Kyle Bell

highlights & suc c esses
 Monthly Social Outings for local Aboriginal Senior’s living in the Lismore and Goonellabah
area. These outings are held on the first Tuesday of each month and seniors discuss and
decide where they will go on the next outing.

 Filipino Community attend their
Independence Day celebrations in
Coffs Harbour in June2019. HART
Services provided transport for twenty
two people to attend this event.
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 Aboriginal Rugby League Knockout
Fuel Assistance September 2019
at the end of September we received
funding to provide fuel assistance
across the Northern Rivers Area for
our local communities to travel to the
Aboriginal Rugby League Knockout at
Tuggerah NSW. We transported 190
clients from Muli Muli, Kyogle,
Casino, Jubullum, Boxridge, Coraki,
Lismore and Goonellabah.
HART received positive feedback
from all communities, individuals, and
families thanking us for this
assistance.
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 NAIDOC Musgrave Park 2019
HART Services provided transport to NAIDOC
WEEK Celebrations in Brisbane City, from
Lismore, Coraki, Casino, Muli Muli and
Jubullum. All of these Aboriginal Communities
benefited greatly from the services.
For many people it was their first time ever
attending the Musgrave Park NAIDOC in
Brisbane City. The NAIDOC Grant enabled
many of the participants who are transportdisadvantaged the opportunity to attend.
We saw this as a great opportunity to engage
with the Remote Communities we service,
and build stronger relationships.
We received positive feedback from all
Community, Elders and Members thanking
HART Services for this amazing day which
everyone enjoyed.
NAIDOC Week is such an important Cultural
event for many of our people, we had 120 in
attendance to this event.
HART received a Thank You Card from
Community showing their appreciation for
the day.
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HUMAN RESOURCES

WORK HEALTH AND SAFETY
PEOPLE
62 staff and 85 volunteers continue to
provide quality services to 2,241 service
users. Staff numbers have remained steady,
from 64 last year. Volunteer numbers have
dropped - from 95 last year.
We are always grateful for the Medical
Transport Drivers, Bus Drivers, Client
Assistants and Support Workers who provide
such wonderful services to service users.
Rarely mentioned though are the
so-called back office staff and management.
These personnel provide the guidance,
direction, coordination; the legal and funding
compliance; the financial, information
technology, fleet, infrastructure and people
and safety management and a whole range
of vital administrative services. They manage
service provision, employees, volunteers,
funding bodies’ requirements and brokered
services.
All these office personal are an integral part
of HART Services and they ensure the
ongoing operation and management of the
organisation.

To ensure we constantly improve our
standards and practices we provide a large
range of learning and development programs
for our workers. Much of our training has
recently centred on NDIS and Aged Care
frameworks and service provision. Other
training included Cultural Intelligence,
Self-Care and Supervision, Fire Safety, First
Aid, Routematch database and multiple in
house sessions.

Anne Elterman
Human Resources Manager

Our thanks to all our valuable workers.
It can be too easy sometimes to lose sight of
the fact that the work we do makes an
enormous difference to people’s lives.

Head Office Staff
(on wear purple day)
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Things That Happened
 Eighty-two incidents were reported this
year, a decrease from 95 in the previous
year. Despite the exceptional growth of
the organisation over the last three
years, reported incidents have remained
relatively stable in that time.
See graph 1.

o One injury occurred when a worker
was entering vehicle.
o Two hazards involved the lighting at
Drivers’ Lounge and a service user’s
bathroom.
o Twenty two (22) complaints (24
previous year) included workers’
behaviour, service booking errors,
request for contribution, notification
of office changes and lack of
information, lack of air conditioning
at venue, assistance not provided to
service user.

 Thirty four (34) incidents included
concerns about service users’ conditions
or behaviour, service users’ falls and
illnesses, service users’ not answering at
pick-up, driver behaviour, service users’
punctuality, service users’ temporarily
missing during outings, medication
stolen from trolley (later recovered).

o Six other incidents included a car
phone issues and a service user’s
gate.

 Seventeen accidents is an increase from
8 last year. Thirteen motor vehicle
accidents (MVA) were all minor with no
injuries: reversing, debris on road, being
hit by or scraping other car or stationary
object. Four were service user falls.
There was an increase of 20,681
kilometers travelled.

o Incidents are thoroughly investigated
and inform our quality improvement
processes. For example, we may
amend a process; attend to, or
purchase, equipment; counsel or
further train a worker; or adjust a
service provision.

NUMBER OF INCIDENT REPORTS IN LAST
FIVE YEARS
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VOLUNTEERS

THANK YOU
Volunteering is the fabric of HART Services and the 2,241 Clients who
received our services over the last year frequently phone to say how impressed
they are with the care and consideration shown by the volunteers and staff. Most
people volunteer as they want to “make a difference” and client feedback
testifies that their health, wellbeing and social connection is greatly improved
and maintained by using HART Services.
Long term volunteers include Stan Golding (pictured
right) Stan has volunteered for HART for 29 years and
Keith McHugh (left) has worked for HART for 15. They
are part of the team of medical transport volunteers
who dedicate an average of 420 hours of work each
and every week to their local communities through
delivering HART Services. This equals a conservative
estimate of $546,000 per annum in monetary terms.

Sue Bates (left) has volunteered for 16 years,
John King (right) 18 years and
Bev Gardner (below)
17 years

All of the volunteers go the extra mile but a special mention to Brian Legge who
is HART’s ‘go-to’ in need, no job is too difficult. In addition, special mention to
the Able Gardens team who hung in there through extreme heat and rain
transforming peoples yards and gardens. A heartfelt gratitude to all the
volunteers and staff for the wonderful work you do.
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VOLUNTEERS

THANK YOU
Richard Aldous
Colin Arnett
Greg Baker
Martha Bakhtiari
Colleen Barrett
Sue Bates
Allan Borham
Barbara Bowden
Nita Braz
Patrick Braz
Walter Brooker
Nadine Brown
Patrick Bugden
Roger Campbell (Vale)
Bruce Coleman
Kevin Collie
Lois Cummins
Patricia Darragh
Fay Ditton
Bob Donald
Venita Donald
Stephen Donovan
Nick Earle
Richard Faithfull
Anne Feodoroff
Mark Fuller
Beverley Gardner
Ken Garrington
Liz Goodwin
Michael Goodwin
Stan Goulding

John Hampson
Diane Hansen
Susan Hardcastle
Walter Harding
Norman Harvey
Cecil Harris
Jen Hastie
Michael Jones
Jo-Anne King
John King
Carmel Kinkead
Glen Layton
Janice Lechner
Brian Legge
Allen Lockhart
Bill MacDonald
Chris Mackie
Keith McHugh
Darryl McLean
Greg Marshall
Phillip Martin
Bill Miller
Joyce Miller
Mari Moir
Joan Olive
Lynn Oliveri
Maggie Oltersdorf
Jonathan Pack
Robert Pagotto
Neil Parker
Geoff Pembroke (Vale)

Joan Rayner
Judith Rodrom
Cathy Ryan
Neville Ryan
Dieter Schulze
Phillip Sheehan
David Spriggs
George Stein
John Stock
John Sullivan
Dirk Thienpont
Norma Thomas
Shirley Vealey
Walter Von Sturler
Rob Wales
Tommy Walker
Terry Wall
Graeme Waller
Graham Walsh
Tony Walsham
Jean Warburton
Mariska Watt
Max Williams
Paul Williams
Susan Williams
Richard Willis
Mark Wilson
Lyndsay Wilton
Keith Wise
David Wynn
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EX EC UTIVE TEAM
Colleen Thomas
Anne Elterman
Julie McFadden

C.E.O
Human Resource / WHS Manager
Finance Manager

STAFF
Walter Albertson
Suzanne Arnold
Jurrun Beaton
Sue Beckers
Trevor Beesley
Kyle Bell
Simone Bell
Warren Bell
Ben Benson
Rosemary Bourne
Gerry Breen
Nadine Brown
Paul Cregan
Faye Ditton
Anita Dow
Robyn Exton
Richard Faithfull
Beverley Gardner
Carol Geyer
Maria Gillam
Heather Gillard
Andrew Goble
Bernadette Grace
Norman Harvey
Deborah Johnston
Michelle Johnston
Linda Kozubek
Brian Legge
Fran Lloyd
Debbie McGregor
Margot Mair
Mari Moir
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Gardener / Coordinator
Human Resource / WHS Assistant
Support Worker
Community Engagement Administration Assistant
Bus Driver/Community Worker
Community Engagement Coordinator
Support Worker / Community Worker / Group Services Assistant
Fleet Manager / Driving Instructor
IT Data Coordinator / Driving Instructor
Support Worker
Medical Transport Supervisor/Reception
Support Worker
Bus Driver / Community Worker
Bus Driver / Community Worker
Aged Care Coordinator
Bus Driver/Community Worker
Medical Driver / Community Service Worker
Support Worker
Support Worker
System / Administration Manager
Administration – Able Gardens
Gardener / Labourer
Relief Medical Transport Coordinator/Reception
Bus Driver / Community Worker
Support Worker
Client Care Administration Assistant
Support Worker
Medical Driver / Community Service Worker
Community Worker
Medical Transport Coordinator / Reception
Group Services Manager
Support Worker / Admin Assistant
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STAFF Cont’d
Maggie Oltersdorf
Reinhard Oltersdorf
Neville O’Malley
Kathleen Patch
Craig Pearson
Karen Phillips
Mark Pittavino
Sheila Pring
Scott Quinn
Catherine Richards
Wendy Rolls
Dieter Schultz
Sam Simiana
Isaac Smith
Angela Stone
Shayne Szczerbanik
Colin Vealey
Walter Von Sturler
Tommy Walker
Peter Wardell
David West
Cedar Wicce-Otter
Max Williams
Paul Williams
Susan Williams
Lisa Wimble
Keith Wise

Support Worker
Support Worker
Bus Driver / Community Worker
Bus Driver / Community Worker
Support Worker / Bus Driver / Community Worker
Administration Assistant
Bus Driver / Community Worker
Client Care Team
Bus Driver / Community Worker
Support Worker
Relief Medical Transport Coordinator/Reception
Gardener / Labourer
Bus Driver / Community Worker
Client Care Services Team member
Travel Trainer
Support Worker
Bus Assistant
Gardener / Labourer
Bus Driver / Community Worker
Support Worker
Finance Assistant
Client Assistant
Bus Driver / Community Worker
Bus Driver / Community Worker
Bus Driver / Community Worker
Support Worker
Support Worker

C ONTR ACT WO RKERS
Barbara Dando, Wendy Piggott and Delia Price - Kyogle Coordination team
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SUPPORT

SPONSORSHIP
Due to the generous sponsorship
from Xerox Lismore, 21 of HART
Services personnel were able to
undertake a cultural immersion
program run by Banaam.
According to local Indigenous culture,
'Banaam' younger brother, plays a support
role to the elder brother. In a similar spirit,
Banaam was conceived to support businesses
to better understand their Indigenous
employees but also to apply Indigenous
principles of relationship building,
communication, mutual responsibility and
non-hierarchical management structures to
their business.
These dynamic workshops present
participants with an engaging and easy to
understand overview of Indigenous cultural
principles and provide a lens through which
to see the world and established ways of
doing things in a new light. Every single
participant really enjoyed the day and learnt
a lot.
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The Goonellabah/Wollongbar Lions
have a long history of supporting HART
Services. They have provided the BBQ
and cooks at many of our Volunteer
days so that staff and volunteers could
have a break, relax and enjoy the day
together. HART welcomes the
expanded support now provided.

HART welcomes corporate sponsorship,
for further enquiries please contact
HART Services on 6628 6000
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HART Support Worker, Kathy (left) & Client Assistant, Barb (right)

Koala Wanderers - one of many of HART Services Social Outings
- plaque made by Barb
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FINANCIAL

MANAGEMENT
Following is the summary of the audit for the financial year 2018 to 2019.
Members can request a full audit from HART Services Head Office by contacting
Julie McFadden.

37 Converys Lane,
WOLLONGBAR NSW 2477
02 6628 6000
admin@hartservices.org.au
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